We consider a partially observable Markov decision problem (POMDP) that models a class of sequencing problems. Although POMDPs are typically intractable, our for mulation admits tractable solution. Instead of maintaining a value function over a high dimensional set of belief states, we reduce the state space to one of smaller dimension, in which grid-based dynamic programming techniques are effective. We develop an er ror bound for the resulting approximation, and discuss an application of the model to a problem in targeted advertising.
Introduction
Motivated by a problem in targeted advertising, we consider a partially observable Markov decision prob lem that models a customer's responses to different products that are presented during a marketing cam paign. In our model, a customer's responses are de pendent random variables, but are assumed to be con ditionally independent given another random variable X, which can be interpreted as the profile of the cus tomer. The "profile" can consist of both known and unknown characteristics that influence a purchasing decision, e.g. age, gender, or income.
Starting with a prior distribution of X, which rep resents initial beliefs, our model maintains a belief state over a customer's profile. As information is acquired through interaction with the customer, be liefs are updated by computing posterior distributions, which then guide presentation of additional products.
Our formulation constitutes a specialized class of partially observable Markov decision problems (POMDPs). POMDPs are generally intractable [4] , and their intractability has motivated the development of approximation methods. It is well known that a POMDP can be viewed as a fully observable Markov decision problem (MDP), for which the state of the MDP corresponds to the posterior distribution over states of the POMDP [1] . Lovejoy [3] has proposed a method that approximates the value function over a grid of points in the space of posterior distributions. A grid is formed; then, an upper and a lower bound for the value function are computed. A policy is gen erated based on the lower bound. The difference in the performance between this policy and that of the opti mal policy is bounded by the gap between the upper and lower approximations. Unfortunately, the number of grid points required for an effective approximation typically grows exponentially in the number of states of the POMDP.
As we will show in this paper, under a further as sumption on the form of probabilistic relationships be tween customer profile and behavior, an approximate solution to the class of POMDPs we consider can be computed efficiently. In particular, for this class of problems, we offer a grid-based dynamic programming method that entails forming a grid on a lower dimen sional Euclidean space rather than the space of poste rior distributions. The identification of this tractable class ofPOMDPs together with a solution method con stitute the main contribution of this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide a general problem formulation. Then, in Section 3, we discuss why standard dynamic program ming techniques are computationally too demanding. A class of distributions that admits efficient solution is introduced in Section 4. An effective approximation technique is then developed in Section 5. In Section 6, we consider a possible application of our model to a problem in tar g eted advertisin g . Finally, we conclude with a discussion of extensions and future work. 
Problem Formulation
Let X be a random variable taking values in a finite setS with a prior distribution ¢0 satisfying ¢o(x) > 0 for all x E S, and let U be a set of available decisions. The random variable X might correspond to a cus tomer's profile, and U to a set of products that we can present to the customer during a marketing campaign.
Let Y be a binary random variable that denotes the customer's response, with Y = 1 if the customer pur chases a product, and zero otherwise. Since customers with different profiles respond to products differently, the probability distribution of Y depends on both the product u E U that is offered and the customer ' s pro file, and it is given by P{Y=1IX=x,U=u}=pu(x ) , 'VxES,uEU, for some function p,(x). Also, let Qu(x) = 1-Pu(x).
If the customer purchases a product u E U, a nonneg ative reward Ru :$ Rmax is obtained.
We assume that the process terminates once the cus tomer purchases a product.
Thus, a policy 1r = (1r1, 1r2, .. . ) is a sequence of products to be presented to the customer, where 7rt is the product that will be shown at time t in the event that the customer did not purchase the products 1r1, . .. , 1ft-l during the previous t -1 marketing campaigns. The objective is to find a sequence of products 1r = ( 1r1, 1r2, ... ) that maximizes the expected discounted reward:
where T� is the first time that the customer purchases a product; Yt is the customer's response to the prod uct 7rt at time t; R(Yt, 7rt) is the reward, given by R�, if Yt = 1 and zero otherwise, and 0 < !3 < 1 is the discount factor. The discount factor !3 can also be in terpreted as the probability that the customer remains engaged in the marketing campaign, given that she was not interested in the product that was just presented to her. where P,{Y = 11¢} denotes the probability that the customer will purchase product u, provided that the posterior distribution of X is ¢. The variable F,¢> denotes the updated posterior distribution given that the product u was not purchased by the customer, and it is defined by
L-zES q ,(z)¢> ( z ) The optimal value function V* satisfies the equation: v· =TV*.
The standard dynamic programming algorithm gener ates a sequence of functions V0, V1, .
•. where Vt = TVt-t> Vt ;::: 1, with V0 = 0. Because future rewards are discounted, as t increases, vt becomes a good approximation to V*. Since the space of posterior distributions is con tinuous, one might consider a grid-based approxima tion to Vt. It is possible to derive a relationship be tween the number of grid points and the quality of the resulting appraximation, but we will not pursue that here. Rather, we just mention that the number of grid points required for an approximation error to be less than E generally grows exponentially in JS I . Hence, the grid-based approach quickly becomes intractable as lSI increases.
Although we have encoded state in terms of pos terior distribution, one may alternatively encode state in terms of the number of times each prod uct has been rejected by the customer. In this case, the state space at time t + 1 is given by { (nr. ... , n 1 u 1 ) I n;;::: 0 V i, 2:; n; = t } , where n; de notes the number of times that product i was not pur chased by the customer during the previous t market ing campaigns. It is not hard to show that the cardinality of this set is given by ( t rJr� � 1 ) ' which becomes enormous as JU I and t grow.
A Tractable Class of Distributions
Although the general problem is intractable, we will show that for a certain class of distributions, this prob lem can be solved efficiently. This class of distributions satisfies the following assumption:
where Before we proceed to the analysis, let us motivate our assumptions. Assumption 1(a) simplifies the form of posterior distributions. If P{X == x]a1, •.
• , at } de notes the conditional probability of X given that the customer is not interested in products a1, .. . , at, then
The posterior distribution is now characterized by a K-dimensional vector (l:r(ar,l,···l:r(a"' K ). Thus, the class of posterior distributions V associated with our problem is given by
Recall that in the general problem, posterior distribu tions of X lie in a ]$]-dimensional simplex. With As sumption 1(a), the set of posterior distributions can now be identified with 1Rf. Thus , the dimension of our state space is reduced to K, which can be much smaller than ISJ. We assume that for all i, j;(x) > 0 for all x E S. This assumption excludes classes of re sponse functions for which there exists a profile x E S such that q,.(x) = 0 for all u. This unrealistic situation corresponds to a scenario in which customers with a particular profile x will always purchase any product that is offered.
In addition to simplifying the form of posterior distri butions, the set of vectors {ln fi } can be interpreted as a basis used to encode the logarithms of the response functions. In particular, Assumption 1(a) implies that for all u E U,
Using the fact (u,l ?: 0, the above equation implies that the logarithms of the response functions lie in a pos itive K-dimensional cone generated by {ln J;}. Since In this section, we will develop an effective approxi mation method for solving the class of POMDPs that satisfies Assumption 1. As we have noted in the pre vious section, the class of posterior distributions 1) as sociated with our problem is
Since 1) can be identified with ��, we can also define a value function on ��. 
for all1 E !l?�, where Hu (r) denotes the probability that the customer will not purchase product u given that the posterior distribution of X is g( · ,/), and it is given by
The derivation of Equation 1 also makes use of the fact that if g(·,/) E 1) is the posterior distribution of X, then g(·, 1 + (u) is the updated posterior distribution given that the customer rejected product u. To facil itate our discussion, let us introduce some notation. Let B denote the set of bounded measurable functions on iR;:, and define T : B ....,. B as follows
uEU for al l J E B and 1 E ��. Hence, the optimal value function J* is the fixed point of T, i.e. J* = T J*.
Also, let a sequence of functions Io, 11, .. . be defined by Jt = T lt-1, 'Vt?: 1, with J0 = 0. Thus, It denotes the optimal value func tion associated with at-time horizon problem.
Before we proceed to the analysis, let us outline the main ideas of our argument. In Section 5.1, we will consider the dynamic programming algorithm for com puting approximations to J*, and show that an error bound of the form III*-Itlloo � E can be obtained In Section 5.3, we define a grid and the cor responding approximation, and show that the perfor mance of the resulting policy is near optimal. Our main result establishes that an E-optimal policy can be generated using 0 ( ( � ln �) K ) grid points.
Dynamic Programming
In this section, we study the dynamic programming algorithm for computing approximations to the value function I*. This method is motivated by the follow ing result whose proof follows immediately from the contraction mapping property ofT, and the fact that J*(;) � R ma.x for all1 E ��.
Let n(E) be defined by
It follows from the above lemma that J!J*-I n {•) JJoo � E. Thus, it suffices to find good approximations to to be small. However, the domain of In(<) is an unbounded set ��, so finding an approximation that is uniformly accurate may not be possible.
Thus, we will consider an alternative metric that ex ploits a special feature of our problem formulation. To facilitate our discussion, let (* be defined by (* = max (u,l, uEU,I=l, ... ,K and for any positive integer n, let
Recall that in our formulation, we start with a prior distribution ¢0 of X, which corresponds to 1 = 0 E ��. In addition, it follows from Equation 1 that, at each time period, the value of 1 can be incremented by at most (*. Since In(<) corresponds to the optimal value function for a n ( E)-time horizon problem, the "effective domain" of In(<) starting at 1 = 0-the set of possible values of 1 at time n (e:) -is given by f n(<}· Therefore, it is natural to restrict the requirement on our approximation to reflect accuracy only over this domain. This motivates the following metric: for any G r:;;_ ��,IE B, let 11111� =su p II(r)l. error In(•) -Jn(•} 00 is small.
5.2

Lipschitz Condition
In this section, we will show that the function Hu is Lipschitz continuous. This result will enable us to bound error resulting from our approximations. Be fore we proceed to the statement of this result, let us introduce some notation. Let M :2: 0 be defined by 
. ,K xES xES
We then have the following result.
The proof of Lemma 2 makes use of the following result which bounds the derivative of Hu. Since the proof of this result consists of simple algebraic manipulations, we refer the reader to our full-length paper for more details.
u(X) ln /;(X)]-E-y [qu(X)] E-y [ ln /;( X )]
= Cov-y (qu(X),ln / ;(X))
where E-y[·] denotes the expectation with respect to the density g(·, 1) defined by Theorem 1 For all t::; n(E),
The above result suggests that the performance of a greedy policy generated from the approximate value function should also be close to optimal. Our ap-. Theorem 2 For all t :::; n ( E) ,
We are now ready to define our approximation. Let
The proof of Theorem 2 makes use of the following j h : B ___. B be defined by lemma which shows that the operators T , Th, and Tl-'
are contraction mappings. This lemma follows imme {'T h J)(J) = max{Ru(l-H.. ,(7h)) +{31fth +(u)Hu(i'h)} diately from the definition of these operators, and we uEU "t h f for all J E B and r E �!. We should note that in order to compute the function f' h J, it suffices to compute f' h J only at the grid points. Since we are only interested in approximating I n( • ) on the set r n(<), the maximal value of r that we need to consider is
Lemma 4 For any Gt,G2 E B, and J1: ��-> U,
II TJ.<Gl -Tp Gzll�
for all n :2': 0.
< ,B IIGl-G2ll�+l'
Here is the proof of Theorem 2. Proof; For any t::; n(t),
which implies that where the inequality follows from Lemma 4. Similarly,
Lemma 4 implies that
The above corollary shows that in order for our ap proximation to be within 2t of the optimal value func tion, we need to approximate In(<) using a grid spacing
Since our approximate value functions are defined on subsets of r 2n(<), the maximum number of grid points is of order where the equality follows from the definition of n(t), Corollary 2
The constant C1 represents the maximum variability in the response functions , relative to the number of basis functions K. At first glance, it seems that C1 should increase proportionally with K. This would imply that the number of grid points would quickly become intractable as the problem size increases and we need more basis functions. However, we believe that, in most cases, C1 will remain bounded even when the problem size increases. As an example, consider a situation where and fi(x)::; a< l,
In that case, The constant C2 denotes the variability in our basis functions {lnf;}. From Assumption l(a ) , we have In that case, the only response functions that can be represented using this basis are the ones where q ,.(x) is constant for all x E S. In most cases, we expect that We believe that, in most cases, ( * will remain bounded even when the problem size increases and more prod ucts are considered. As an example, consider a situa tion where 0 < v::;: qu(x), 'Vx E S, u E U. 
From our discussion on the scalability of the constant C1, we expect that ft(x) :::; a
The above inequality shows that (* does not increase with the problem size.
Proof of Theorem 1
Proof" For any t :5 n(c:), Since 10 = Jt = 0, the above recursion implies that
for all t :::; n (E) . we can exploit the information available in our exist ing database. For instance, we might assume that the demographic characteristics of the population that is targeted by our campaign has the same distribution as that of our previous customers.
Let us assume without loss of generality that the Xi's are binary variables. We can think of X = (X 1, . . . , X n ) as a random variable that represents a customer's profile. Then, this problem falls within the framework of our model. In this case, the set S of possible values of X has cardinality 2 n . Thus, a so lution via dynamic programming requires us to com pute a value function over a 2n-dimensional space of belief states, which quickly becomes intractable as n increases.
However, if the probability that a customer will pur chase a product given her demographic characteristics exhibits a noisy-OR structure [5] , then this problem becomes tractable. The noisy-OR structure assumes that different demographic factors independently act to influence a customer's purchasing decision. This form of conditional independence has been used suc cessfully to model problems, for example, in medical diagnosis [2] . The noisy-OR model leads to a function of the form n qu(x) = II(l-dl)x!(o .,l, Yx E {O,l}n.
l=l
The parameter d1 can be interpreted as the base line probability that the demographic characteristic xl leads the customer to purchase an arbitrary product, and the parameter (u,l represents the deviation from the baseline probability associated with the product u E U. As (u,l decreases, the probability that the de mographic characteristic xl will lead the customer to purchase product u also decreases.
Note that the response function takes the form re quired by Assumption l(a). Thus, this problem can be solved using a grid on an n-dimensional space. This offers a significant reduction in the amount of compu tation since the dimension of the state space is reduced from 2n ton.
Conclusion
We studied a POMDP that models a class of sequenc ing problems. Although the general problem is in tractable, we show that for a certain class of distri butions, the problem can be solved efficiently. Our current research focuses on extending the results to broader classes of problems. We also hope to further explore applications of the model developed in this pa per.
